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Templeton Fire Department
TOPIC:

STRUCTURE FIRE INTERIOR ATTACK (3 PERSON)

TIME FRAME:

3:00

LEVEL OF COMPLEXITY:

Level 3

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:
Condition:

Given a 3 person engine company, a structure equipped fire
engine, and full structural PPE including tool

Behavior:

The engine company will complete a simulated interior fire
attack

Standard:

100% accuracy within 3 minutes

PERFORMANCE:

Time will start when the Maxi is set:
Captain:
 Perform a Size Up
 Transmit a Report on Conditions
 Dismount engine and Don SCBA (mask not in place),
 Obtain TIC and perform 360 walk around
 Join firefighter at the entry point
 Don SCBA masks
 Perform equipment safety check on firefighter
 Transmit updated report
 Pass command
 Go on air and make entry
Engineer:
 Spot apparatus
 Set air brakes and chock wheels
 Places pump in gear and exit the engine
 Check to ensure tank fill is open
 Assist the firefighter in clearing the hosebed
 Charge crosslay (200’ 1 3/4” DJ @ 125 GPM)
 Deploy crosslay for back up line

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.
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Firefighter:
 Dismount apparatus with SCBA (mask not in place)
 Deploy crosslay to predetermined entry point
 Call for water and remove kinks in the hoseline
 Flush nozzle and adjust pattern
 Don SCBA masks
 Complete a safety check
 Go on air and make entry
Time stops when Captain and Firefighter make entry into
the doorway
NOTES:

***Automatic Fail***
- If any participant cannot complete their given tasks
- If the Engine Company cannot complete the standard
within the given time

Performance standards are designed to assure that all fire personnel are capable of completing the duties
assigned to their respective position. All personnel should remember that while engaging in firefighting
operations, the order and/or priority of some tasks may be changed by the company officer.

